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New bill to allow parents to pay
college tuition years in advance
By Alison Skratt
Staff W riter

A chance to not only gradually
prepay a child’s college tuition,
but to have it guaranteed by the
state regardless of inflation,
could be convenient to many
parents.
At least this is the message
Assemblyman
Tom
Hayden
(D-West Los Angeles) is hoping
to convey with his Assembly Bill
278 (AB278).
The Educational Security Ac
count Act would allow a parent
to invest money designated for
tuition in an account while the
child is still young. The account
would be managed by the state
and would insure that child a
higher education at a state
school.
The bill was approved by the
Senate by a margin of 25-8 on
Sept. 10. It had not yet been
signed by Gov. Deukmejian at
press time.
“ Increasing educational costs.

coupled with runaway student
debt rates, have necessitated
creative alternatives to financing
a college education,’’ said
Hayden, chair of the Assembly
Subcommittee on Higher Educa
tion.
The state of Michigan was the
first to offer a statewide prepaid
tuition guarantee program. This
is the firstsuch legislation
in
California.
“ AB 278 guarantees that no
matter how much the cost of
higher education rises, the stu
dent’s tuition expenses will be
picked up,’’ said Hayden.
Although the majority of San
Luis Obispo High School stu
dents have already planned out
their college education, assistant
principal Greg Halfman thinks
AB 278 “ would be a good forced
savings plan.
“ But, parents might do better
to invest in IBM and get the col
lege tuition and a vacation out of
it,’’ he said.

The bill states, “ The precise
terms and conditions of the ad
vanced tuition plan contract
would be specified in the contract
between the purchaser and the
trust.’’
Projections indi9ate that it
would cost $3,250 to invest for
an unborn child, $3,730 for a 5year-old, $4,270 for a 10-year-old
and $4,890 for a 15-year-old,
assuming a 12 percent rate of
return for the state and 9 percent
annual tuition increase.
If, however, the child decides
not to go on to higher education,
decides not to attend a statesupported school or does not
meet the admission require
ments, the money is refunded
with interest.
If a beneficiary should apply
for a Cal Grant, his prepaid tui
tion would not be considered in
determining eligibility. However,
the tuition prepayment due the
beneficiary would determine the
award level.

Parties prom pt police problems
Officers respond to 50 noise complaints in two nights
By Coleen Bondy
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Poly students partied it up last weekend, at
least according to the police reports.
From Friday night to Sunday morning there
were 50 calls about party noise. Police spent 34
man hours responding to those calls.
One address, 71 Palomar St., was visited Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and again on Monday night by
police officers who were called there by neighbor’s
complaints. The residents? Delta Tau fraternity.
Fraternity parties weren’t the only ragers last
weekend. At 1371 Phillips Lane, a private resi
dence, six officers logged 30 minutes trying to
restore order to t)ie neighborhood.
The previous weekend there were 38 party calls
and a total of 18 man hours spent on them. On a
typical summer weekend when most Cal Poly stu
dents are away, police average about 10 party calls
and 3 man hours.
September is the noisiest month of the year, said
Officer Steve Brown. The police department ex
pects it to be a lot noisier because about 10,000

students have returned.
The police try and be understanding about this,
but they also have to consider the other residents.
Brown said. “ We try and cooperate with the stu
dents who are having the parties.’’
The attitude of the people in charge of the party
affects how the police treat them. Brown said. If
they take a defensive, obnoxious attitude, they
have an increased chance of being charged with a
violation. But if they are cooperative and or
apologetic, the police will just tell them to keep it
down and then be on their way, he said.
The police use citations only as a last resort.
Even with all the noise last weekend, no citations
were handed out. From January to July, there were
about 40 citations for noise issued.
Crime Prevention Coordinator Steve Seybold
said that in one incident, an offender had been
warned six times about noise; then he was cited.
The police were called back once again even after
the citation and then they arrested him for being
drunk in public. This is an extreme example,
Seybold said.
See PARTIES, back page
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Cal Poly links important
to Chamber of Commerce
By Kathryn B. Campbell
s ta ff W riter
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DARYL SHOPTAUQH/MuBtang Dally

Danny Wood, a second year landscape architecture major, watches
the flow of people in the University Union for the purpose of site and
terrain analysis.

An active, dynamic chamber of
commerce is not unusual in an
active, dynamic and growing city
like San Luis Obispo. It might
even be expected. But what is
unusual about the San Luis
Obispo Chamber of Commerce is
its official recognition of a non
business; Cal Poly.
The Chamber is well aware of
the interdependence of the uni
versity and local businesses, ex
plained Dave Garth, executive
director of the chamber. But the
chamber’s efforts to integrate
university interests with its own
have gone one step further than
usual.
“ The ASI has a designated
position on our board of direc
tors,’’ Garth said. “ It’s highly,
highly unusual in the world for a
student group to have a position
on a chamber board of direc

tors.’’
Garth said the arrangement
provides a good bridge between
the students and the chamber.
This year the student seat on the
board is occupied by Tyler
Hammond, ASI community rela
tions executive.
“ Communications is the big
thing,’’ Hammond said. “ If there
is a problem with businesses — if
students are having a problem —
we want to make sure we have a
positive working relationship.
The city has done a lot for us and
we try to work with them and to
help them out in any way possi
ble.’’
In addition to the ASI seat on
the chamber’s board of directors,
the university itself is a chamber
member. Garth pointed out that
the chamber exists as a benefit
for its members,
which he said,
“ translates into keeping the
economy of San Luis Obispo very
See CHAMBER, back page

No-frllls winery — just good
wine.
^ ^

pages 8, 9

Two students are working to
keep the Shakespeare Press
Museum operatidnal.
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EDITORIAL)

To understand how your school
uses your m oney,stay tuned
tudent fees went up again this quarter. Sum
mer quarter only cost a measly $232 for those
of us with more than six units, but now it’s fall
and those same units will cost you $290.
Looking at the fee breakdown you’ll notice that
the biggest change is in the University Union fee,
which has gone up 168 percent since last quarter.
This, of course, is to pay for the new Rec Sports

Earl C.
Ruby III
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Bullets are piercing
the hot air in Florida
new law will soon turn Florida into one big, raging
Dodge City at high noon.
Effective Oct. 1, any Florida resident can carry a pistol in
plain view as they go through their daily activities o f sun
bathing,
shopping and
strolling the streets. W ith a
streamlined permit process, many of these people will have a
license to conceal their cannons.
Lots of gun enthusiasts have fantasized about bringing
back the glory days of the Old West, when carrying a pistol
was as normal as wearing a watch is today. The dream , or
nightm are, has come true in Florida.
W ithout a doubt, the right to keep and bear arms as guar
anteed by the C onstitution is one o f the most im portant
aspects of being “ A m erican.” But as defined in the modern
world, “ bear” is the right to use a firearm in self defense, not
the right to carry a weapon daily during peaceful times.
In the Wild West, perhaps, the right to carry a weapon was
appropriate. But as society became m ore complex and
stressful, legislators saw fit to give this right only to those
who could handle it and who had an appropriate reason. For
many years, our world has been too irresponsible to allow
everyone to wear a weapon at their waist. With almost daily
freeway shootings contributing to the highest crime rate in
the world, America is much too uptight to get away with let
ting everyone carry a weapon. Already, this country is not
the safest place in the world. If everyone were allowed to
carry a gun, it would be downright unsafe.
As reported by the Associated Press, Florida Secretary of
State Jim Smith had this to say about the new law; “ I think
it’s going to be a good system. We have nuts ... getting a lot
of licenses for a lot of things in F lorida.”
We hope Florida will realize the error of their legislative
ways before this craziness catches on in other states. Until
then, we advise people to stay out of Florida.

complex which we voted in favor of last year.
The Associated Students fee also went up. Now
you get to pay the ASI $19 per quarter to do
whatever it is the ASI does. This is a 58 percent
increase just since the summer. The state of
California didn’t want to be left out of the picture,
so the state university fee was also increased from
$191 to $210. I have to give the state some credit
though; they showed restraint by only increasing
their part of the fee pie by 10 percent, and it’s the
first time they’ve raised their fee since 1984.
Why am I bringing all of this up? Because it’s
your money. You should know where all of the
money you shell out every quarter is spent and
what it is spent on. If you’ve ever looked inside a
class schedule and seen a breakdown of the
registration fee you’ll find that it’s broken down
into separate fees for the following services: facili
ties, instructionally related activities, the
Associated Students, Inc., the University Union
and a state university fee. Chances are that most
of you have a sort of vague idea what these fees are
for, but if someone asked you to tell them exactly
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Editor:
Greg Hill’s letter to the editor
(Sept. 25) sparked my anger
toward the administration at this
school and the class availability
problem.
1 am a senior, working on my
fifth year of college and I will
“ officially” be a graduating
senior next quarter. But, as I
have heard from many other
graduating seniors, like Hill, that
status isn’t enough.
I, too, am working hard to put
myself through school and the
extra two quarters I have tacked
on because of class unavailability
is a constant reminder to me of
the inefficiency of this system.
What is going on? Why are
there so few available classes,
such as English and history, yet
so many students who are re
quired to enroll in those classes?
Most of us are accustomed to
the mad rush during the first
week of school, as everyone tries
to add necessary classes. Yet we
also know that it’s next to im
possible to add a required
English class.
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Earl C. R uby III is general manager o f KCPR and
a fo rm er A S I senator and executive s ta ff member.
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

how your money is spent, you probably wouldn’t
be able to tell them.
That’s why I’m writing this column.
In the next few weeks I’ll try to explain who all
of the different groups on campus are that benefit
from student money. You’ll find out about instructionally related activities. University Union boards
and what the ASI does and w’ny. What does the
Children’s Center have to do with the ASI? What
are the different tutoring services on campus and
who runs them? What services does the University
Union provide at a loss in order to benefit students
and which services are expected to pay their own
way? What is happening with the bowling alley?
What does Rec Sports do for students and how
does it differ from other athletic programs at Poly?
What are all of the different committees that pro
vide us with movies, concerts and speakers, and
who do they report to? To what extent does the
administration have a say in the ASI? Where do all
of the athletic teams get their money? How do in
tramurals fit into the picture? Where do lottery
funds go? These are a few of the questions I hope
to answer for you.
I’ll even tell you where the money that you pay
for books and food on campus goes, why the
Foundation was created to handle this money and
how the Foundation has evolved into its present
form. You’ll find out what campus groups benefit
from Foundation money and how they get it. We’ll
talk about how the Foundation manages to remain
a non-profit corporation and why it has an ex
clusive food service contract with the university.
Most importantly though, I hope to show you
how all of these separate entities are inter-related.
I’ll also try to keep you posted on current issues
in campus politics; what’s going on and why, and
who’s responsible. By the end of the year I hope
that you will have a better understanding of cam
pus politics and policies. You’ll see the process
behind the actions and you’ll understand why cer
tain things are done rather than just standing by
while they happen.

Why is Cal Poly’s system so
inefficient? I have friends at
other colleges who think I am
crazy when I tell them I can’t get
the classes I’m required to take.
Now is the time to take a look at
Computer Assisted Registration
and Cal Poly’s enrollment and
actually do something about this
madness!
Most of us joke about how
hard it is to add classes, but the
reality of the situation is that we
don’t need any more stress in our
lives. The effort we expend at
college should go into our
courses — not into trying to get
them.
— Karin Tindall

Spuds wears
a white hat
Editor:
I am writing with regard to
Stewart McKenzie’s (is that real
ly his last name?) article,
specifically to his accusation that
the large Spuds McKenzie told
SLO residents that “ we the stu

dents have taken the town’s
reins again.”
I am a student at Cal Poly and
a clerk at Cork ’N’ Bottle Li
quors, and I can give you first
hand, factual information about
the local residents’ reaction to
the two-story dog, and not just a
misguided and uninformed per
sonal opinion.
We had Spuds up for only one
day, but by that evening, at least
10 families had come down and
brought their children to have
their pictures taken in front of
the dog. One lady even had sev
eral prints enlarged and gave
them to the store owner, who has
one displayed behind the counter.
Though the dog was only up for a
short time, we still receive com
pliments about it from many res
idents.
Mr. McKenzie, I haven’t heard
anything but positive things
about Spuds from local residents.
So before you speak for the local
people, why don’t you take time
out to find out what they think?
— Dirk Bondy
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Vials of AIDS-infected blood
stolen from parked S.F. truck

Yale President denies article,
says most scholars aren’t gay

U.S. warships escort tanker
toward stormy Persian Gulf

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Five vials of AIDS-tainted
blood, 13 other vials of blood, an electrocardiogram
machine and an unknown number of hypodermic needles
were stolen from a parked truck near a laboratory, police
reported.
The vials were stolen on Monday near Healthkeepers
Laboratory Services in San Francisco’s Potrero Hill
District, said Sgt. Jerry Senkir.
Lois Barnes, a co-owner of the laboratory, said the
blood tainted with acquired immune deficiency syn
drome was collected from doctors’ offices in San Fran
cisco and placed in a tool box Monday.
The vials were scheduled to be taken to the laborato
ry’s office in San Leandro for processing, she said.
Barnes’ husband, James, a pathologist and the labo
ratory’s medical director, stopped at the Potrero Hill of
fice for lunch, she said. When he returned, the tool box,
which had been on the floor of the truck, was gone.
The 5-inch vials have lavender, red or blue caps, she
said. The tool box is 18 inches long, 8 inches wide and 6
inches high, Senkir said.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) — Yale University Presi
dent Benno C. Schmidt Jr. has labeled as “ drivel’’ a
newspaper article that depicts Yale as a “ gay school,’’
and a school officer said Tuesday that homosexuals
make up only “ a minute fraction’’ of its population.
Schmidt harshly criticized both The Wall Street Jour
nal and the free-lance author of the article in a letter
written to about 40 alumni and then distributed to about
2,000 fund-raisers.
University secretary Sheila Wellington said Schmidt
wrote his letter in response to letters from alumni who
were upset by the Journal piece. But she said she did not
believe the publicity would cause a drop in donations.
The Journal’s Aug. 4 article was a first-person essay in
the Leisure & Arts page by Julie V. lovine, a 1977 Yale
graduate who lives part time in New Haven.
In the article, lovine quotes one Yale student who said
she received a notice calling* one in four Yale students a
gay.
The article goes on to conclude that “ suddenly, Yale
has a reputation as a gay school.’’

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — U.S. warships on Tues
day escorted a Kuwaiti tanker toward a major Persian
Gulf shipping channel where British mine sweepers were
searching for explosives believed planted by Iran.
U.S. officials said the Navy would respond strongly if
Iran continued “ intensified’’ war activities they said in
creased after U.S. helicopters attacked an Iranian
minelayer.
“ We’re not looking at routine operations,’’ said one
U.S. source who spoke on condition of anonymity. But
he said the Navy’s gulf-based resources were already
seriously strained.
Iraq said its warplanes attacked a ship off Iran and
bombed a weapons and ammunition factory in the
suburbs of Tehran, a large power plant near the IranSoviet border and an oil pumping station in the south.
Iran’s official Islamic Republic News Agency said a
number of people were killed in the raids and in Iraqi
shelling of the southern cities of Khorramshahr and
Abadan. It said Iranian artillery shelled the southern
Iraqi port city of Basra in retaliation.

Pilot who nearly hit Reagan
in midair punished harshly

Jewish refugee asks for help,
wants family out of Russia

Legless peace activist returns
to location of train accident
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Peace activist Brian
Willson made an emotional return on Tuesday to a pro
test at the Concord Naval Weapons Station, where he
lost his legs a month ago trying to block a munitions
train, and urged demonstrators to continue efforts to
stop arms shipments to Central America. He was
greeted enthusiastically by about 200 protesters lining
the roadway, holding hands and singing. Willson used a
walker to examine the tracks where he was injured, and
later switched to a wheelchair as he met with protesters
living in a tent “ peace village.’’
Willson, a 46-year-old Vietnam veteran, drew praise
and applause from protesters during his approximately
two-hour visit to the weapons station about 35 miles
northeast of San Francisco.
“ All we’re really doing here is exercising our rights
against the policies or our government that are illegal
and immoral ... ’’ said Willson as he was escorted around
the Concord protest site.
“ The moving of this munitions train is pursuing an il
legal and immoral policy,’’ he said.

TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — A soldier whose civilian plane
nearly collided with President Reagan’s helicopter in
August was given a more severe penalty for being ab
sent without leave than his lawyer had indicated, a
newspaper reported Tuesday.
Pvt. Ralph W. Myers was sentenced to 30 days of ex
tra duty and 30 days restriction at Fort Lewis, reduction
in grade to the lowest enlisted rank and loss of one-half
of one-month’s pay. The News Tribune of Tacoma
reported.
Marc Goldstein, Myers’ attorney in Newport Beach
said last month that Myers was sentenced only to 30
days restriction and loss of one-half of one month’s pay.
The sterner sentence, however, is still less than the
maximum penalty for being AWOL.
Officials at Fort Lewis, just south of Tacoma, had
refused to disclose Myers’ sentence, saying it was con
fidential and legally protected information under federal
regulations. The newspaper said it learned of the official
penalty through a Freedom of Information Act request.

VIENNA, Austria (AP) — A 21-year-old Jewish
refusenik arrived in the West Tuesday and said she
would work to win permission for her parents and sister
to leave the Soviet Union.
“ I am not very happy because my parents and my
sister had to stay behind,’’ said Darina Paritsky. “ They
cannot leave because our powers (authorities) do not give
them permission.’’
Paritsky said her father, Alexander Paritsky, 49, spent
three years in prison. “ He is now at home but his health
is very bad, he has a bad heart.’’ She said she wants her
friends in the West to help her family emigrate.
In Boston, where she has relatives and friends, Parit
sky, said, in halting English: “ Now I go to Israel
because my parents want that I live in Israel.
“ They want me to become an Israeli,’’ said Paritsky,
who arrived aboard a Soviet Aeroflot airliner. She in
dicated she might go to Boston later.
Paritsky said she would go to Israel on Wednesday.

WfeVegiven.ourbrains
tosaence.
The T I '6 5 /las all the
T /-60 functions, plus a
stopwatch/timer for lab work,
eight physical constants for use
in thermodynamics and
physics as well as Decision
Programming capabilities.
You can program 100 steps.

The T h 6 0 functions include
hexadecimal/(Ktal conversions,
integration using Simpson s rule,
statistics (including linear regression), trerui line analysis and
metric to English conversions.
You can program 84 steps.

XI advanced scientifics have
all the right engineering and
science mnctions to help you
function better in school.
W hen we set out to make our most
advanced scientific calculators, we
gave a lot of thought to what your

©1987 Tl.

science, m ath and engineering
problems are. T hen we designed our
calculators around them . T he result:
the TI-60 and the new TI-65 are
both packed with built-in functions.
Plus, there are programming steps to
speed you through repetitive calcula
tions. But even though both can

handle the hardest problems, they’re
easy to use. Large, color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you spend less time figuring out the
calculator and more time figuring
out your problems.
So if you’re the kind of student who’s
got science on the brain, get the

calculators frtim the folks who’ve given
their brains to science. The Advanced
Scientifics from Texas Instruments.
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UU fountain flowing for first time in four years
By

Diane Wright

Staff W riter
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•8000 sq. ft. facility • Nautilus, Protron, Warld Class and Universal Machines • Over 10,000 lbs. of
free weights • Extensive oerobic schedule taught by highly qualified instructors • Child care
available • Free personalized fitness program • Men's & Women's lockers S showers.
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N EW MEMBERS ONLY
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Plant and Basket
Sale
Sept. 29

Oct. 1

9am-3pm
University Union Plaza
Sponsored by:
The O. H. Department
and El Corral Bookstore

BCbnoJ

M O N -FRI 7:45AM-4:30PM;

BooksiDie
SAT 10:30AM-2:30PM

A familiar sight on campus
several years ago can once again
be enjoyed. The University
Union fountain is flowing.
The fountain was first opera
tional in 1972 and flowed con
tinuously from then until 1978.
Continuous use of the fountain
was stopped when people became
concerned about drought condi
tions. Water was being used in
the fountain during the dry time
of the year when the water could
have been used for irrigation by
agricultural departments. At
that time, water ran down a
drain after it flowed from the
fountain.
To conserve water, the foun
tain was only operational at
special events between 1978 and
1983. The only time the fountain
has been operational since 1983
was during Week of Welcome
this fall quarter.
John Stipicevich, assistant
director of operations of the UU,
said the fountain is now equipped
with a recirculating pump to
conserve water. Irrigation water
will still be used to operate the
fountain; however, the same
water will be used until the foun
tain needs to be drained for
cleaning.
Stipicevich said interest in
restarting the fountain came
about after Charles Wolf, a
former senator from the School
of Engineering, brought the
matter to the attention of the
Union Executive Committee.
Stipicevich
asked
Bretten
Osterfeld, chairman of the UEC,
to work on the project with the
Cal Poly Foundation.
Glen Ritter, a 1984 graduate,
submitted a report to the com
mittee, containing designs and
proj ect ed
i nst all ation
and
maintenance costs for modifica
tion of the fountain.
Lloyd Lamouria, operations
manager for Foundation Food
Services, said his organization
provided the funding for the
modifications to the fountain,
Lamouria said the cost of modi
fying the fountain was low
because the preparation work
w as d o n e by “ i n - h o u s e
maintenance.”
“ We came up with our own
design which was approved
through campus architecture,”
Lamouria said. Ritter’s design
included an external recirculating
pump, similar to the type of
pump used in swimming pools.
Osterfeld said the fountain has
an internal recirculating pump,
similar to pumps commonly us
ed in drains. The water will be
recirculated at a rate of IS
gallons per minute.
The fountain will be able to run
continuously at minimal cost.
Osterfeld said under the current
design, only one inch of water
will have to be replaced per week
because
of
evaporation.
Lamouria said the fountain will
require
“ al most
no
maintenance.”
A formal rededication ceremo
ny would be inappropriate as the
fountain was not originally turn
ed on with a dedication ceremo
ny.
Osterfeld said there have been
several suggestions to com
memorate the restarting of the
fountain at a later date.
Events that have been sug
gested to him range from turtle
races to duck races. If such an
event takes place, it’s hoped
everyone will realize it is a one
time event. Stipicevich said the
fountain will only remain flowing
constantly if it’s not abused.
He said when the fountain was
flowing in the past, its appear
ance was enjoyed by both faculty
and students.
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The Pride of the Pacific
Cal Poly's marching band offers
members much more than music
music major at Cal Poly.
he Pride is back.
‘There’s no reason for (the band existing) with all the conflicts,” he said.
Cal Poly’s “ Pride of the Pacific,” better known as the marching
“ It’s a shame that there have been so many people shut down from par
band, is back on the field, performing at halftime for football games.
ticular problems.”
And while band members devote a lot of time and effort to this
Johnson, who has been the conductor of the bands at Cal Poly since 1966,
activity, there is much more to being in the band than just practice and per
said he enjoys being around college students.
formance.
“ It’s a quality of life that 1 particularly enjoy,” Johnson said.
“ Rehearsals are tough, but they’re fun,” said Chris Zielke, band president.
“ My job is to educate these students in the art of music,” he said. “ And
“ We’re there to learn the music, but also to have a good time.”
marching band is a very fun way of teaching. It takes a special kind of per
The marching band, which is a two-unit class as well as a club, “ provides
not only musical experience,” said Zielke, “ but also a family-like organiza
son to be in the marching band. 1 really admire these people.”
tion that you can feel very close to and go to for support.”
This year the “ Pride of the Pacific” held its first band camp. This two-day,
And, sometimes a person who wants to join the band need not have any
18-hour event was held on campus to let members get to know each other,
previous musical experience, Zielke, a computer science major, said.
learn how to march and learn the music before their scheduled performances
For instance, he said, time could be found to teach someone with no prior
began.
experience to play rhythm instruments (the drums, mallets, cymbals, etc.).
There are also rules that must be followed by all band members. The most
' However, more complex instruments would take too long to teach.
important of these is attendance. According to Zielke, some people “ don’t
The only thing one needs to supply, said band promoter Steve “ Sam”
understand that they have to be here.”
Moore, is the time and a pair of black shoes. Everything else is provided.
In the marching band, he said, “ If you’re early, you’re on time. If you’re on
time, you’re late.”
According to band
Also, band manager
director
Wi l l i a m
'^
Joey Sabol has the
Johnson, “ All band
‘
"
‘v
'
'
authority
to issue
members have lots of
"
5
..^
fines,
from
$1
to $10,
i
spirit, are enthusiastic
to
band
members
who
and love to be a part
do things such as
of a big and powerful
^
store their shoe;- and
event, like a football
uniform together, or
game.”
clean
their uniform
Drum major Jill
/
*•*$»</
without the consent of
Vaughn has been with
the manager.
the band for six years.
New members are
She sees the band as a
V
f
aced
wi t h
the
family, as a possible
challenge of learning
alternative
to
a
the marching band’s
fraternity or sorority,
lingo.
They must learn
“ minus the money in
the “ parade rest,”
volved.”
which
is similar to “ at
“ It keeps me sane,”
ease”
in the army.
I
she said.
“ It is
The “ scissor step,”
stressful, but it’s a
A
.
i
^
which means jumping
different kind of stress
to
a
c r os s — a positive stress.”
legged stance then jumping 180 degrees to the parade rest, is a must. “ The
Football games between the trumpet and trombone sections, volleyball
guillotine” is self-explanatory.
games with the choir and lots of post-game parties help to keep this stress
positive.
Cal Poly’s marching band has been around for more than 50 years. The
“ So far already in practice, you can see the great spirit in the band,” said
original band director was Merritt “ Pop” Smith, who taught carpentry at
Heather Kerns, a freshman baton twirler for the band.
Cal Poly, with music as a sideline. The marching band first allowed women
However, the marching band has had its share of problems. At this point,
to join in 1957 and performed at its first professional football halftime in
it is short seven trumpet players who are needed to balance out the brass
1970. It played for its first professional basketball game in 1979, for the Los
section.
Angeles Lakers.
“ 1 think there are a lot of trumpet players out there,” said Johnson. “ But
But the marching band has come a long way from those early days.
for whatever reason, they’re choosing not to join.”
“ Everyone is here because they want to be here,” said Pam Macintosh,
One of those reasons is usually scheduling and class conflicts. Both Zielke
who’s been a flag girl for the band for three years. “ There is no music major.
and Johnson are disappointed by the fact that band members aren’t given
Everyone is doing this on their own time.”
priority registration, like some athletes are.
“ Being in the marching band is the best way to have fun, meet people and
“ We need to be here (for practice) also,” said Zielke. “ It’s difficult to get
people to come back each year if they can’t get their _________________
__________________ get into football games free,” said Todd Reinhart, the
trumpet section leader and five-year veteran of the
classes.”
**The marching band provides not on band.
“ We’ve lost a whole other band’s worth of people
due to scheduling conflicts,” said Johnson. “ And we
“ The marching band is a group of people where you
ly musical experience, but also a famiwere told by the former dean of students, Russ
can
be yourself, and have a lot of fun doing it,”
ly-like organization that you can feel said just
Brown, not even to ask for priority registration.
Moore, the band promoter.
very close to and turn to for s u p p o rt/'
Maybe with a new dean it will be different.”
This year, the band is scheduled to perform during
halftime
the Los Angeles Raiders’ Oct. 25 game in
“ (Practicing with the band) is just like athletics, in
— Chris Zielke Anaheim.at The
band has performed for the Raiders
terms of physical output, only it’s a different type of
before
and
was
invited
back for this game.
skill,” said Julie Jacobs, a flag girl for the band.
The Cal Poly band uses a sharp, high step, as opposed to the smooth,
Zielke said the NFL players strike would not affect this performance. He
gliding steps that some other schools use. And it must be done without
said that no matter who plays the game, the band will perform.
bouncing the instrument. Even without playing the instrument, this exercise
The “ Pride of the Pacific” will also be participating in Bandfest ’87, a fes
can be exerting when done for 10 hours a week.
tival of bands, with Cal Poly’s University Jazz Band, symphonic band and
“ We always do strectching and warm-ups before practice,” said Zielke.
Dixieland Band, on Nov. 14 in Chumash Auditorium.
“ The fact that there is a marching band at all at Cal Poly is a
phenomenon,” said Johnson, commenting on the fact that there is also no
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Story by Alison Skratt
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A little
bit of
Shakespeare
Students use 19th century presses
to make several hand-printed books
By Carolyn Duvall
s ta ff W riter

magine life without a
photocopying machine ...
If someone wanted a
page of printed material
in
th e
1 8 0 0 ’s,
every letter had to be hand
selected, put in a slot backwaids
until the page was constructed
and hand-printed on paper, sheet
by sheet.
Original 19th century presses
still exist and are in use at Cal
Poly in the Shakesp>eare Press
Museum in the Graphic Arts

I

Building.
Several books have been
published as the beginning of a
publicity pr ogr am for the
museum. The latest book is “ The
Penetrating Light: Fine Printing
and the Mind of the Artist,”
produced entirely by hand by
two Cal Poly students, Mark
Barbour and Daniel Flanagan.
The book is a collection of quotes
about the standards of fine print
by noted printers.
“ The museum lacked a pur
pose, and we’re providing a
See PRESS, page 11

ISNA CAL POLY
PRESENTS A LECTURE
WHAT EVEHYDHE
SHOULD
KHOV/V ABOUT

mm

DR. MUZAMMIL H. SIDDIQI
DIRECTOR ISLAMIC SOCIETY
OF ORANGE COUNTY

THURS., OCT. 1, 7prn
OHUMASH AUDITORIUM
STUDENT UNION RM 204
Refreshments at 6:30pm
K.M. CANNON/MutUng Dally

FUDGE!
1/4 lb. ONLY $1.50
C H E C K OUR FLAVORS O F T H E DAY!

O wn th e sk y.
To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is something
else. They’ll show you the meaning of wings. From the wings of
the F-18 Hornet to the wings you wear as a Marine aviator,
this is flying at its best. And your ticket to fly is
your college diploma. If you’d like to be up
there, contact your local Marine Officer Selec
tion Officer. 1-800-MARINES.

at the SNAK STOP in theUU.
Open Mon-Fri 7:30-3:00

Checic out our

DAILY SPECIALS!

%° I DELUXE BURGERS
4 P.M. TO 10 P.M. DAILY

T he

BURGER
F a c to ry Prive-in

WE T A K E

PHONE ORDERS

543-2363

M arines

Hélrelooking íbraÑwgoodmen.

10x30 a .m . to 10 p .m .

374 S a n t a Rosa, Sa n Luis O b is p o

7 Dayta Weak

Call Captain Nally collect for an immediate interview: (213) 298-6434/6239.
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Greeks enjoy larger than usual
By Leigh Rubin participation for rush activities

Rubes®

By James Welch
staff Writer

Rush. By definition it means
to charge or attack. This, in a
sense, is what happens when
fraternities and sororities gear
themselves up for their annual
fall rushes.
This year the Cal Poly Greek
system vigorously encouraged
college students to take part in
rush.
“ The high numbers we received
this year seem to be indicative of
a nationwide trend,“ said Walt
Lambert, director of Cal Poly
Greek Affairs.
However, the large turnout
was due to more than just a fad.
Panhellenic (the governing body
of all sororities), under the direc
tion of rush chairwoman Tracy
Fletcher, set forth a heavy
recruiting campaign to attract as
many women as possible.
During spring quarter 1987,
anyone interested in fall rush
was encouraged to sign up. Fur
ther sign-ups and orientations
were held in the dorms during
summer quarter. Rush applica
tions and information booklets
were sent to 1,500 new female
students. Fletcher also con
ducted live interviews on the
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Merrill Schwartz from the
Washington Center will be on
campus October 2 to discuss the
Center's symposia and internship
opportunities in Washington, D.C.
Plan to attend one of the meetings
held from 11-12 and 12-1 in Ag. 241.
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The internship program is an
exciting way for Cal Poly students
from all majors to obtain valuable
work experience and credits during
Fall, Winter, Spring, or Summer
Quarters. Internship placements,
which correspond to your career
aspirations are with over 1,000
federal and private agencies.
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we would then write to an alum
na in that area to get more in
formation about the girl. We vir
tually knew who the girls were
walking through the door on the
first day.”
Fraternity rush, which is still
in progress, is structured dif
ferently. Women going through
rush are bussed from house to
house where they have the op
portunity to see each sorority.
Fraternities hold individual rush
events.
“ We tried something new this
year by holding a ’Meet the
Frat er ni t i es Ni g h t ’ , ’’ said
Lambert. This event brought all
fraternities together in Chumash
Auditorium to kick off the first
night of rush.
“ With 13 fraternities holding
See RUSH, back page

IN T E R N S H IP S IN
W A S H IN G T O N . D .C.
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radio.
Lambert said these efforts
were successful. There were 407
sign-ups. About 320 of the
women actively participated in
rush, and 79 percent of them
became pledges, he said.
Lambert’s theory of trends,
however, does have some merit.
Colleges throughout the state,
including San Diego State, UC
Santa Barbara and USC, have
reported increased partcipation
in their Greek systems.
One trend on this campus is
that most of the women par
tic ip a tin g
this year were
freshmen. “ We wanted to go
after the people entering the
school,” said Debbie Pretto, rush
chairman for Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority. “ When we would
receive an application from a girl

The
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Sportster™
modem. It brings your
school’s mainframe
computer into your room.
WWWtHIMtt i
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Get CompuServe* IntroPak—a ^40 value—Free!
A Sportster 1200 bps modem connects your Apple, IBM-compatible or almost any
computer to the world.

So instead of going to the university computer center during regular hours, you can access
the mainframe computer anytime. Right from your room You can write or revise your term
papers. Communicate with bulletin board services Access libraries. Or even submit your
assignment to your instructor using your
campus E-mail network. All at around 120
characters per second.
The compact, dependable Sportster
■ I ' ~ —{
t;
modem is made by USRobotics, one of
I
1
\
America's leading manufacturers for over 10 \
years. So this is no toy. It’s a competitive tool \
for students who want to work smarter, not
just harder.
At your college bookstore or call for name
o f nearest dealer.

1 - 8 0 0 - D I A L - U S R . E ^ 58
In Illinois, call 312-982-5001

“Here’s to our future.”
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Simple methods produce fine wine
By April Karys
Staff W riter

Caparone Winery is not pretty.
Unlike many other Paso Robles
wineries, which are more eye
catching, Caparone Winery is a
stolid, square, metal-sided build

Caperone has almost singlehandedly operated the small
winery since 1979, when it open
ed. There are 3,500 vines in his
vinyard, mostly of Zinfandel
grapes, and Caperone prunes
them all. His wife, Mary, and
sons Steve, 11, and Mark, 13,

ing. But a building is, in a way, a
symbol of the values of the
owner. And if Dave Caperone
were to be asked about the
plainness of his winery’s appear
ance he would likely reply that
he’s not there to deal with frills,
but with making good wine.

sometimes help with crushing
the grapes when they come into
the winery.
He doesn’t use complex tests
or measure pH levels to decide
when the grapes are ready for
crushing; when it comes time to
harvest, he goes out among the
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Caparone Winery

vines and tastes the grapes to
see if they are ripe enough to
pick.
“ I ’m
not
a
numbers
winemaker,” said Caparone, 47,
who started his winery with no
formal training in winemaking.
‘‘Although I have all the respect
in the world for people who’ve
gone through the Davis program
(at UC Davis), I’ve never been
that way. I’ve made wine here all
these years without owning a pH
meter.”
PH level is used by many
winemakers as an indicator of
grape maturity. Other criteria
used by winemakers to judge
readiness of grapes for picking
include sugar content and total
acidity.
Caparone’s old-fashioned ap
proach to grape picking is a more
reliable gauge of ripeness, he
feels, than more mechanical
means.
‘‘I depend on the way the
grapes taste, smell and look, and
my experience in the vineyard,”
said Caparone, who made wine
for himself for several years be
fore opening the winery. ‘‘You
can take the same piece of
ground in the same vineyard and
the grapes won’t ripen at the
same time each year. If you just
go out and run a pH test, all you
get is a damn number. You don’t
know how it tastes.”
Caparone’s passion for what
some would consider outdated
methods extends to his treat
ment of the grapes once they are
harvested and crushed.
Sulfites are often added by
winemakers to the crushed
grapes as an anti-oxidant and to
kill any wild yeast strains pres
ent at harvest. A selected strain

FALL
SCHEDULE
Sunday

12-3 am

Todd
Jesperson

3-6am

Spencer
Abbot

6-9am

Scott
Miron

9-12am

Frank
Warren

12-3pm

Leigh
Allen

3-5pm
5-7pm

7-9pm

9-12

Dr. Dimento
(M. Foster)

Ellen
Wright

Infinite Variations
w/Tom Kuntz
Sunday by
Request (w/Jay)

Smorgasborg
of sound 1 1 -1 s m

Monday

Tuesday

Smorgasborg

Justine
Justad

Paul
Roberts

Tom
Bonigut

Blake
Selzer

Mike
Ray

Lee
Benson

Dave
Sparks

Carlos
Garcia

Eric
Kayser

Brian
Chambers

Pat
Hayes

Soundtrax
w/Wendy Maurer

Space in Time
Rob Campanella

Eric
Heinsohn

Thursday

Rebecca
Lipschultz

Peter
Wiechers 1 - 3 a m

Norma
Santillan

Wednesday

David
Riveness

Friday
Thomas “Matt’’
Matter

Saturday
Andy
Darrow

Peter
Banchieri

Chris
Morris

Suzanne
Vella

In His Grip

Suzanne
Lenzer

Marby
Zacuto

John
Spalding

Darin
Keatley

In His Grip

Dawn
Opstad

Jennifer
Bjorkland

Ken
Karleskint

Scott
Larsen

Tracy
Escalante

Scott
Pelichoff

Les
Bandong

New Releases
Slash Exotic Vinyl
w/Killer “B”

Heavy Metal
w/Greq Sousa

Album Review
George Rosta
Live in Studio B

Burnt Dog Blues
W/Rob Nagel

Alternative groove
w/Mike Chesney

ROA

Scott
Carter

Shauna
O'Brian

Toi

Audioscapes
w/Sal España

Public Affairs
and City Council
(until 9:30)

Anna
Cekola

Steve
Musallam

Oldies made new
w/David Potovsky

Reggae Rescue party
w/Charlie Goodman

Bruce
Gordon

Jon
Jaeger

Bruce
Flohr

6-7 pm
w/Anarchy Earl
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of yeast may then be introduced
into the crushed grapes to insure
a higher degree of control over
the
f er ment at i on
process.
Sulfites are often added again at
bottling as a preservative and
deoxidizer.
“ I don’t use sulfites when I
crush,” said Caparone, who
makes only red wines. “ But I innoculate the crushed grapes im
mediately with the good yeast I
use and hope it will dominate the
wild strain. I have never lost a
batch to wild yeast.”
He avoids using sulfites for a
preservative by keeping the
4,500-square-foot
wi ne r y
scrupulously clean and his
equipment sterilized, he said.
Neither does he filter his wine.
“ Tannin and acid don’t filter
easily,” Caparone said. “ But
with filtering some of the fruit
disappears and you can get a
bitter or harsh wine, especially if
it’s young. So it needs to be ag
ed. I try to make a fruity,
balanced wine that releases well
to the public, but still can be ag
ed.”
Caparone racks his wine in
stead of filtering. Racking con
sists of pumping the wine, a rack
at a time, out of the small oak
barrels into large steel tanks.
The barrels are rinsed and steril
ized, and the next day the wine is
pumped back in. Caparone goes
through this process with each of
his wines every three or four
months during the minimum two
years of aging each variety goes
through, he said.
Zinfandel, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Merlot are some of the wines
Caparone makes. Grapes from
his vinyard comprise about a
third of the total he uses. The
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grapes are not ripe and they are
made into wine anyway,” he said.
“ Wine made from unripe grapes
has less body and less color.”
While Caparone has strong
opinions about how wine should
taste and look, he avoids the
publicity of wine contests and
deems them inappropriate as a
source of reference on wine qual
ity.
“ We experience wine the same
way we do art, music, or colors,”
he said. “ It can’t be explained in
objective terms.”
He doesn’t see any connection,
said Caparone, between a few
people sitting down and coming
up with what a good wine is, and
the average single person draw
ing his own conclusion.
“ What gripes me is that people
use the results of these contests
to imply that others should buy
the wines that win the ribbons,”
he said. We need to respect the
individuality of people. If we are
not willing to do that, we
shouldn’t try to sell what we
produce and the contests are, in
the long run, bad for the wine
industry.”
Caparone does his part for the
wine industry by keeping his
winery on San . Marcos Road
small, by focusing on the quality
of his wine instead of the quanti
ty. He sells his wines at the
winery, through restaurants, and
in some stores in Southern
California.
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Dave Caperone started winemaking with no formal training.

Caparone doesn’t use complex tests to
decide when the grapes are ready for
crushing; he goes out and tastes the
grapes to see if they are ripe enough.
rest come from local vineyards
and the Sisquoc area of the
Santa Maria Valley.
Brunello is a less well-known
wine that Caparone also makes.
He has the first commercial
planting of that grape in the
United States, he said. He ex
pects to bottle his first batch of
Brunello about a year from now.

said. “ It is an excellent wine, and
the grapes do well here. In fact, I
think we have a better climate
for it here than in Italy.”

by another vineyard, will still
have its own name, label and
place name. And it will sell for a
different price.”

Where the grapes come from is
one of the most important fac
tors in wi nemaki ng,
said
Caparone.

The advantage for winemaking
of California over most European
climates, said Caparone, is that
here the warm season lasts long
enough for the grapes to ripen
every year.

•

“ Brunello is the most expen
sive red table wine in Italy,” he

“ The wines of France don’t
have varietal names,” he said.
“ They have place names. A
five-acre vineyard, surrounded

9

“ I’ll probably get to where I’ll
be able to make 500 cases or so
more per year,” he said, raising
his eyebrows and shrugging.
“ That’s all I want to do right
now.”

“ In Bordeaux, Burgundy, and
everywhere in Germany, the

WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN UVE ATTHECLOSEST
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING TO CAL POLY FOR ONLY
$179/mo per person? ($165 on a discounted 12 malease)
LO C A TIO N - ACROSS THE STREET
FROM C A L POLY
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a s e p a r a t io n o f th e ir liv in g
a n d s le e p in g q u a r te r s .

LO C ATIO N -C O N VEN IEN T TO BANKS,
SHOPPING & RESTAURANTS

T h e s e s p a c io u s units, h a v e
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FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS IN EVERY APARTMENT
PRIVATE PARK & BBQ AREA
LAWN AREAS WITH BBQ'S
NATURE W A L K /J O G G IN G PATH (in p ark a n d c re e k )
LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 lo c a te d th ro u g h o u t c o m p le x )
CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
(A N D GUEST PARKING) ASSURES TENANTS A PLACE TO PARK NEAR C A L POLY AT
ALL TIMES.
YEA R - ROUND HEATED PO O L
24 HOUR SECURITY

UNIQUE
LARGE
BEAUTIFUL
MODERN
BEST
RESERVED PARKING

-

FULLY FUNISHED TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE FROM S 1 8 0 .O O /M O . PER PERSON.
PRIVATE STUDIO APARTMENTS IN A QUIET SCENIC SETTING FROM $ 3 6 0 .0 0 /M 0 .
O R $330.CO/MO. O N A 12 MONTH LEASE.

IMUglANG VILLAGE*

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE, SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-4950
OPEN HOUSE 8am-8pm Thru Oct 1
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Drug and alcohol abuse subject
of new CSU education program
By Julie Williams
staff Writer

The California State Universi
ty Board of Trustees has adopted
a plan that will require every
school within the CSU system to
form a committee to deal with
the problems of drug and alcohol
abuse on campus.
According to the CSU Execu
tive Council, the program, called
the Substance Abuse Action
Plan, is designed to educate stu
dents, faculty and staff on the
prevention and detection of

alcohol or drug abuse problems
to help themselves or someone
they think may be in trouble.
The plan also addresses the
lack of available treatment for
those who already need help.
The 10-item outline proposes
the
hiring
of on- campus
counselors trained in this field,
the referral to community agen
cies to supplement the campus
facilities when necessary and the
organization of an employee
assistance program to guarantee
university support for faculty
and staff members with a

Ifonlytypewritersletyouproofreadyour
workbeforetheyprinteditonthe page.

The Videowriter solves all
your typing problems.
Take the most obvious one:
typos.
On an ordinary typewriter
it would mean a bottle of
white-out and a frus
trating interruption.
On a Videowriter
it just means press
ing the key marked “delete.” That’s
all. Because you type your work on a
screen before you print it on a page.

It edits.
And how about those bigger problems
like wanting to rearrange paragraphs?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to “cut and
paste” them.
On a Videowriter you only have to press the key
marked “move” and then indicate the area you want
it moved to. It’s that simple.

buttons and it does the counting for you.

It makes multiple copies.
From time to time you want a copy of
what you’ve typed, right?
Well, if you use a Videowriter you won’t
have to go to the school library to look
for a copier machine.
All you’ll have to look for is the
button marked “print.” Press it
and the Videowriter will make
another original.
And because your work is auto
matically stored on a standard
3!/2" floppy disk, you can
make those copies
whenever you
want.

It obviously does
a lot more than type.
""That’s because the word pro
cessing features just go on and on.
What’s more, we sell the Videowriter® Word
Processor for around the price of a good electronic
typewriter.
And that’s quite a bargain when you consider
the amount of time it’ll save you. Time you can
spend doing the work for your other classes.
You would do that, wouldn’t you?
QI9M7 N A P CunsMmer EkfiruntctCorp A Nurth AmvrK«n Philips ri>mp«ny

“ The Chancellor’s Office is big
on reacting to issues that have
been around for years and then
acting like they just invented
them,” Nash said. “ So once they
learned of everybody’s programs,
they put them all into a package
and sent it to us, telling us to
start doing all of these things.”
Nash quickly pointed out that
this plan is also very valuable,
because support from the CSU
board for this extensive of a pro
gram will make the campus more
cooperative.
“ For a program such as this
one to be successful, it needs
support from the highest ad
ministration level, an adequate
staff and sufficient funds,” Nash
added.
Carolyn Hurwitz, assistant
health educator at the Health
Center, is now in charge of the
new task force. She wants to ex
pand the current education pro
gram to reach all segments of the
campus population by bringing
presentations to regular class
sessions, the residence halls and
campus clubs and organizations.
Hurwitz would like to hire a
full-time alcohol awareness coor
dinator to run the classes and
counseling sessions. Her plan
also includes issuing a written
plan of action, specifying exactly
how to deal with students writ
ten up in the residence halls for
drinking violations.
“ People are falling through the
cracks due to the inconsistency
of disciplinary action,” Hurwitz
said of dorm residents. “ They are
not necessarily the biggest pro
blem, but an easy starting point
since they are most accessible.”
She added that 30 to 60 per
cent of the people enrolled in
first-time offenders programs,
offered by local prevention agen
cies to those caught driving
under the influence of alcohol in
San Luis Obispo, are Cal Poly
students.

It spells.
What happens when you’re typing and you come
to a word you can’t spell?
On an ordinary typewriter you have to stop typing,
find a dictionary and look it up.
Not so on a Videowriter. Spelling problems can be
corrected simply by pressing the key marked "spell.”

It counts words.
If you’ve ever had a teacher tell you to write a
thousand word essay, you know what a pain it is
trying to count your words.
On an ordinary typewriter you have to do it with
your finger.
But on a Videowriter you can press a mere two

A d d itio n a l
p ressu re
was
recently put on the CSU when
Congress handed down new
regulations
for
institutions
receiving money from the federal
government. As of July 1, drug
abuse prevention programs were
to be operating and accessible to
any employee or student on the
campus in order for the financial
aid program to continue.
Questionnaires were sent to all
19 campuses within the CSU
s y s t e m t o i d e n t i f y wha t
substance abuse programs were
already in action throughout the
state. Dr. James Nash, director
of the Cal Poly Health Center,
was the first Health Center of
ficial to be involved with the plan
and provided the council with in
formation on existing Cal Poly
programs.

Bookstoie

What a mess!
You’ve just proofread your term paper
and it’s got typos, spelling errors and
misplaced paragraphs.
Now, you can’t hand in a paper tike this.
So no matter how tired you are, you’ve
got to retype the entire thing.
That is, unless you typed it on
a Videowriter.®

dependency problem.
Although alcohol was iden
tified as the major substance
a b u s e d by s t u d e n t s a n d
employees, such programs as
“ Just Say No” and “ D.A.R.E.”
(Drug Abuse Resistance Educa
tion) and the recent deaths of
prominent young athletes such
as Len Bias, the 1986 first-round
draft pick for the Boston Celtics,
prompted the release of the plan,
the CSU Trustees said.

Videowriter* is a registered trademark of North American Philips Consumer Electronics Corp

MAGNAVOX
Smart.Verysmart.

Because Cal Poly students
make up a substantial portion of
the San Luis Obispo population,
Hurwitz said the community is
pointing a finger at the universi
ty to do something to prevent an
increase in such cases.
With cooperation from the
faculty and students and support
from the administration, Hurwitz
feels she can do exactly that.
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Books printed by hand in the
museum will last longer than
modern, mass-produced ver
sions. Even books printed
400 years ago (such as the
Gutenburg Bible) are still in
excellent condition.

^I
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From page 6
reason for it to remain,” said
Barbour, curator of the museum
and a senior graphic communications major. He said his department wants the space the
museum occupies.
It took about a year to finish
the 275 copies of “ The
Penetrating Light” by hand.
“ We set one letter at a time
and printed one page at a time,”
said Barbour.
The book is printed on expen
sive French mould-made paper.
Barbour explained that a large
vat containing 10 percent fibers
and 90 percent wat er is
mechanically strained, spread on
a screen, pressed and dried. The
thinner the paper, the more ex
pensive it becomes. Handmade
paper is strained by hand instead
of using a machine.
The museum is a collection of
presses donated to Cal Poly by
the late Charles Palmer. He
gathered pieces from printers
while on his rounds as a public
relations
person
throughout
California. It was nicknamed the
‘Shakespeare Press’ because
Palmer would compose verse and
produce it on his presses.
Palmer died in 1964 and left
his collection to the California
Newspaper Publishers Associa
tion, which later placed the
equipment under the care of the
students of Cal Poly and the
graphic
communications
department. The museum was
dedicated in 1%9 and is run on a
voluntary basis by students.
“ It takes a lot of dedication (to
keep the museum operating) —
sometimes I’ve met the janitor in
here at 3 a.m .,” Barbour said.
His goal for the museum is to
publish two or three limited edi
tion books per year produced en
tirely by students on existing
equipment. He also wants to
establish a university press at
Cal Poly.
The museum has been unof
ficially operating as one, and he
believes it can meet the scholarly
printing needs of the campus.
Barbour said he plans to ap
proach the English department
to determine their need for fine
printings of original works.
Books printed by hand in the
museum will last longer than
modern, mass produced versions.
They last longer due to the paper
quality, said Barbour. Even
books printed 400 years ago
(such as the Gutenburg Bible) are
still in excellent condition.
- Handprinted books have other
qualities as well. “ The good
paper and handprinting gives
value to the book. You’re embo-

dying words on something that
will last,” Barbour said.
Using a hand letterpress. also
literally gives the books different
“ feel.”
“ it involves using more than
one sense with these books,” he
said. “ The words are impressed
rather than being printed on the
surface.”
“ The book will become more
valuable with time — especially if

we become famous,” he said.
Other books printed in the
museum include a collection of
rare typefaces and a book of cor
respondence and drawings be
tween William Randolph Hearst
and architect Julia Morgan in
1919.
People are needed to work in
the museum to maintain the
presses and keep the printing in-^
terest alive.

RENT A VCR r RENT A MOVIE
AND A MOVIE I GET ONE FREE
“
FORI
$ 7.95 (of similar v a lu e )
STUDIO VIDEO COUPON •
EXPIRES 10/19/87

! STUDIO VIDEO COUPON
■ EXPIRES 10/19/87

Nowifeeasy
forundeigraduatesto
applythemselves.
Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a
lot of special treatment. Like getting the American Express®
Card pretty much hassle-free. Sure, they’ve proven themselves.
But you have too, or you wouldn’t be reading this today. So
we’re making some changes. Starting now, we’re making it
easier than ever for you to become a Cardmember through
our Undergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple as they get:
just be enrolled full time in a four-year college
and have some form of income—be it from
a job, a grant, or from your folks. You
don’t even need a credit history,
but if you have one, it must
be clean.
How’s that for hasslefree! Of course, once you have
m
the American Express Card, it
gets even better. You can use it to
buy everything from sweats to ster
eos, everywhere from campus to Cam
eroon. And those are just the basics. As
a Cardmember, you’ll be entitled to a
world of benefits you can rely on.
So look into our new automatic
approval offer. Call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask
for a student application. Or just pick up an
application on campus and study it. You’ll find
you’re bound to pass.
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Poly Royal theme,
poster up for grabs
with,” he said.
One approach that has been
successful in the past is to tie in
the year with the theme. In 1982,
the 50th annual Poly Royal, the
winning theme was ‘‘Tapestry of
a Golden Era.”
Hublou said last year the
committee received 250 entries.
Entries came from students at all
class levels and from teachers.
Theme entries can be submit
ted at three locations: the Poly
Royal office (UU214), the Uni
versity Union information desk
and the front desk of Robert E.
Kennedy Library.
Between Oct. 16 and 20, repre
sentatives from the executive
board will select five themes
from the entries received. On
Oct. 21, the entire board will
select the winner.
In addition to the personal
satisfaction of having composed
the winning theme, the applicant
whose theme is chosen for this
year’s Poly Royal will receive a
lunch certificate for two at a local
restaurant.
See ROYAL, next page

By Diane Wright
s ta ff W riter

EVERYTHING IN STOCK!
NOTHING HELD BACK!
TAKE 2 0 % OFF
SALE PRICES ON
ALL SALE ITEMS!

TAKE 2 0 % OFF
CURRENT PRICES
ON ALL REGULAR
PRICED ITEMS!

DURING SALE 2 ITEM PRICING
N O T IN EFFECT.

If you were to describe your
feelings about Cal Poly in only a
few words, what would you say?
The Poly Royal Executive
Board wants to know and is
holding the annual Poly Royal
theme contest to find out. The
contest will continue through
Oct. 15.
Scott Hublou, director of
publicity and promotion for Poly
Royal, said the executive board
is looking for a theme that por
trays “ a feeling of what the uni
versity is like.”
Themes should not single out
any one department, but rather
be representative of the universi
ty as a whole. Last year’s theme,
‘‘Inviting the Challenge,” was
descriptive of all the various
schools on campus.
Although there is no rule
regarding the length of a sub
mitted theme, Hublou said he
prefers short themes. ‘‘Two- or
three-word themes are preferred
because they are easier to work

r

ORIGINAL
PRICE

CURRENT
SALE

EXTRA
OPP

CURRENT
SALE

aXTRA
20^ OPP

II* * incline B e n c h .............. 199.99

159**

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

Excel Brutus I

TO$37

14.99

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

TO $65

19.99

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

to$70

24.99

Special Croup

Athletic Shoes

. to$65

29.99

15**
19**
2S**

All weightlifting

E q u ip m e n t..............E X T R A
Ail Exercise

E q u ip m e n t..............E X T R A
All Exercise

B ik e s ....................... E X T R A
All Sale

NEW FALL
ATHLETIC SHOES

R ow ers.....................E X T R A

ATHLETIC APPAREL

W a rm u p s .....................

39.99

Slightly blemished

S w e a tp a n ts ...................
S w e a ts h irts ...................

47**

Ceramic Frame ......... 119.99

95**

Golf B a g s ......... .........

6.99
6.99

5** Ektelon New

9.99
a

•

87-88 Models . . . . E X T R A

7**

20%
OFF
CURRENT SALE PRICES

385 HIGUERA (P arking in rear)

20%

O FF

20%

OFF

XOHOPP
All soccer

EXTRA

COTTONWOOD

A TH LETIC S

20*/ o O P P

ALL SUNGLASSES

SPECIAL

2S**

29.99

Coif B a lls ............ . E X T R A

All Adidas

A p p a re l................ e x t r

20*/o O P P

59.99

11** Special Croup

Slightly blemished

Hooded Sweatshirts .

20*/o O P P

Prince

5** Pro Line

Slightly blemished

20*/o O P P

IXYKA
SOHORE

Pro Frame . . . . .........

I
I
I
I

Susan Barrett has ten years ex
perience and guarantees her
work. So take a moment and
make an appointment today with
Susan: 544-1174
Good thru December

20*/o O P P

CURRENT
SALE

Wilson
Large Selection of

$12

TENNIS/COLF/RACOUETBALLI

EXTRA 2 0 % OFF

1

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HAIRCUTTING:

HERE ARE JUST A PEW EXAMPLES:
ATH LETIC SHOES

Mustang Daily

Shinguards . . .
Skateboards . .
Soccer Balls . . .
Basketballs . . .

EX TR A
EX TR A
EX TR A
EX TR A

20*/o O P P
20*/o O P P
20*/o O P P
20*/o O P P

EX TR A

20%

All Baseball/

Softball Cloves

50 Discount

OPP

OCT 1ST ONLY!

V

Julian's Welcomes You
to the Delights of

Y

Quality Coffee
Featuring Fresh Roasted Beans
from
Around the World at Domestic Prices
•

To Assist
We're Offering a 50 cent Discount
on
Every full Pound of Beans
-whole or groundSept 28th-Oct 2nd

Ouantittci a tlzes HmttMlto stock on hand, wc resorvc the light to rotutc laios to deaiorv visa I Mastercard accepted

Copeland^s S p o rts

Mon-Fri 7:30 am-10:00 pm
lower level U.U.

k
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ROYAL
From previous page

After a theme has been
selected, the Poly Royal poster
contest begins. The poster con
test runs from Oct. 22 to Nov.
12. Posters are to be compatible
with the theme.
“ The posters are one of our
largest publicity getters to tell
people Poly Royal is still going
on,” said Hublou.“ We are en
couraging everyone to enter. We
don’t encourage only art ma
jors.”

Wednesday. September 30, 1987

Posters can be submitted in
any medium, and they can be in a
preliminary form. Hublou said a
poster is chosen on the basis of
its potential for a successful
poster.
After a winning poster is
selected, Hublou said he will
work with the artist — Cal Poly
art teachers will offer assistance
also — to get the poster into a
final form.
The five best posters will be
selected between Nov. 13 and 16.
The winning poster will be
selected by the executive board
at their meeting scheduled for

13

TACO 'BELL

Nov. 17.
The person submitting the
winning poster will have his or
her signature on the poster. Sev
eral thousand posters are made
and given away free to anyone on
campus.
They
ar e
al so
distributed to local merchants.
The Poly Royal queen also
takes posters with her on tour to
high schools and community col
leges.
Postcards are made from the
poster design and are sent to in
coming freshmen and alumni,
and buttons with the design are
sold at the campus bookstore.

R ESTA U R A N TS P O S IT IO N S A V A IL A B L E
F o r B o th S LO L o c a t io n s

LO O K IN G FOR ENTHUSIASTIC
STUDENTS
FULL AND PART-TIME SHIFTS AVAILABLE
$ 4 . 5 0 /h r t o s ta rt Full Tirr>e
$ 4 . 0 0 /h r t o s ta rt P a r t - T im e
$ 5 . 0 0 /h r 2 h r-s h itt 1 1 : 3 0 - 1 : 3 0

d e p e n d in g on experience
Flexible hours to fit your schedule.
A p p l y in p e r s o n : 2 9 7 S a n t a R o s a St., S LO
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AS YO U MAKE THE M O V E TO COLLEGE, M A N Y THINGS ARE G O IN G THROUGH
YOUR M IN D ; O N E O F THE M O ST IMPORTANT OF W H IC H IS SOMEWHERE TO
CALL H O M E . THAT’S WHERE STENNER GLEN C O M E S IN. WE RUN STENNER
GLEN FOR Y O U , THE COLLEGE STUDENT. TO US THE PEOPLE ARE
IMPORTANT.

FACILITIES:

ft'

STENNER GLEN OFFERS YO U A WELL R O UN DED H O M E LIFE. START WITH
FACILITIES IN C L U D IN G A S W IM M IN G PO O L, BASKETBALL CO UR T, DRY HEAT
SAUNAS. WEIGHT R O O M , C O L O R TV LO U NG E. STUDY LOUNQES. DRAFTING
R O O M . PHO TO G RA PHY R O O M . C O M M U N IT Y KITCHEN. A N D M U C H M O RE.

A TM -O ffiCK IN a
AOX)UNT

FOOD SERVICE:
WE BELIEVE WE HAVE THE BEST F O O D SERVICE P R O G R A M AVAILABLE
. FEATURING 1 9 .1 4 , O R 7 MEALS PER WEEK WITH 3 ENTREES AT EACH MEAL
A N D UNLIMITED SECO ND S. WE HAVE M O N TH LY SPECIAL DINNERS A N D YOUR
C H O IC E O F STEAK. C H IC K E N . O R SHRIMP EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT. THERE

Only for ATM users. Only $3.50 a month.

ARE ALSO MINI-SPECIALS A L O N G THE W A Y TO CUT D O W N THE B O R E D O M O F

Sound like your kind of
banking?
It should if you do your dayto-day banking at ATMs.
Now Wells Fargo comes
through with a special checking
account for people who prefer
the convenience of ATM banking.
The new ATM-Checking
Account gives you unlimited use
of over 1200 Express Stop* auto
mated teller machines, 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.
Plus unlimited checkwriting

EATING IN A CAFETERIA DA Y IN A N D DAY OUT.

ACTIVITIES:
WE HAVE ACTIVITIES P R O G R A M S THAT INCLUDE DANCES, BBQ’S, GUEST
SPEAKERS. HAPPY HOURS. M O NTE C A R L O , M O V IE S BY THE P O O L. TALENT
SHO W , TOURNAMENTS. A N D M U C H M O RE.

ACCOM ODATIONS:
THE SUITE ARRANGEM ENT AT STENNER GLEN IS DESIGNED TO G IV E YO U
P R IV A C Y WHILE P R O V ID IN G A WELL FURNISHED L IV IN G R O O M FOR
CO M FORTABLE GET-TOGETHERS. ALL A C C O M O D A T IO N S ARE FULLY
FURNISHED. DRAPED, A N D CARPETED. Y O U C A N DECORATE THE R O O M TO
FIT YO U R TASTE...EVENIMOVE IN A WATERBED IF YO U LIKE.

with no per-check charges. And
no minimum balance required.
All for just $3.50 a month.
And you can use your Wells
Fargo ATM card for purchases
and cash at all participating
ARCO and LUCKY locations.
So if you don’t use the full
services of your bank to make
deposits and withdrawals, why
pay the full service charge?
Open an ATM-Checking Account
today. Only at Wfells Fargo Bank.

MANAOSMENT:
M O ST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE C O N C E R N E D M A N A G E M E N T W H O THINK YO U ARE
IM PORTANT A N D TREAT Y O U AS A N ADULT. WE RUN STENNER GLEN FOR YO U

W ELLS FARGO BANK

A N D SOLICIT YO UR INPUTS IN TO THE R U N N IN G O F THE C O M P L E X . WE HAVE
FAITH IN O U R RESIDENTS A N D THEY HAVE FAITH IN US. STENNER GLEN

Wells Fargo’s ATM-Checking Account is available exclusively at:

IS THE KIND O F PLACE THAT WILL MAKE YO U FEEL RIGHT AT H O M E .

San Luis Obispo Office
665 Marsh Street
546-5008

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD., SLO
544-4540
C

WFB 1987

Foothill Office
1001 Foothill Blvd.
544-8300

MemDei f JIC
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Gunning for No. 6
Gladees Prieur leads Lady Mustangs in quest of another national title
American status under his exp>erienced hand; three of them have
Staff W riter
won individual national champi
Lance Harter and Gladees onships.
Although Cal Poly is favored
Prieur are back. And that has the
Cal Poly women’s cross-country by Track and Field to win the na
team looking ahead. Ahead, that tional title, coaches across the
is, to its sixth consecutive Divi nation are not so optimistic.
Many believe Cal Poly lost its
sion II national championship.
H arter’s achievements are strength by graduating four of
Its top seven run
phenomenal .
In
ners last spring.
nine years as Cal
“ That’s fine, they
Poly’s head coach,
can think th a t,’’
he has won five na
said Harter, who
tional
champion
knows his team’s
ships and hopes to
strength lies in its
set a new record
depth.
wi t h
a
si xt h
Prieur,
the
straight title this
defending individ
year. His 1985
ro ir
ual national cham
team won the title
%
pion, leads the
with 30 points, the
squad. Teena Colsecond lowest score
ebrook, defending
in NCAA history.
national
track
He was selected as
champion at 800
head coach of the
and 1500 meters, is
United States cross
beginning her first
country team which
year on the team
traveled to Poland
and should be a
fo r
th e
wo r l d
cont ender .
Kris
championships last
Katterhagen
was
March. The Ameri
sixth at nationals
can team won the
last year and Sherri
world title.
Harter has also
Minkler was 39th.
-lìÌlMIfflliìflTl
been honored as the
Noreen
DeBetnational coach of
t encour t returns
the year four con
after placing 13th
secutive years. In
a! nationals in 1985
and redshirting last
all, 35 women have
Kris Katterhagen ye a r .
Pauline
achieved
allBy H eidi Linkenbach

Stelhy also is coming back after
redshirting last season. Other
contenders include Lisa Rizzo,
Colleen Donovan, Kris Kochel,
and Melanie Hiatt.
The team’s number of scholarships jumped from 4.5 to 10 after

CROSS COUNTRY
the Athletic Referendum was
passed last spring. However,
Harter does not lure top high
school runners with promises of
scholarships. Instead, he uses his
program’s reputation. He looks
at personality as well as poten
tial in the women he recruits
because they must get along
with each other. The scholarships
are earned by collegiate perfor
mance, not high school reputa
tion.
H arter has three assistant
coaches; John Raembo, Ed
Crawford and Dave Cianelli.
Raembo is a Cal Poly graduate
who has a business in town.
Crawford transfered from the Cal
Poly Pomona coaching program
and is working on a master’s
degree in physical education.
Both are volunteers. Cianelli was
a volunteer for four years while
working on his master’s degree.
Weight lifting and hill training
gear the women for the type of
courses they will be running.
With the top five spots being in
terchangeable, the top runner

I
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We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard cal
culator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better func
tions. They function
better. Without stick
ing keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calcula
tors at a non-fat price.
Were cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than any
one elses financial
calculator.
And we’re giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plug
in, menu-driven ROM
was designed spe
cially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calcula
tors with the rest. By
midterm, you’ll see
what a deal this is.
^
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Poly spikers host
Gauchos tonight
The
C al
P o ly
w o m e n ’s
volleyball team will face UC
Santa Barbara in a Pacific Coast
Athletic
A ssociation
match
tonight. The game begins at 7:30
in the Main Gym.
The Lady Mustangs (8-4
overall and 1-3 in the PCAA) are
coming o ff a pair of conference
losses over the weekend. They
extended 15th-ranked San Jose
State to five games on Friday
and fell to No. 1 Pacific in four
games on Saturday.

FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE
with piiriliaseof H P II. Pur
ohasf must lx* made between
Au>iust I."),
andOctobei ill.
lf>87. See your local H P dealer
for details and official redemp
tion form. Rebate or free Mt)dule will be sent in (i - 8 weeks

©1987 Hewletf-Packard Company PC 12703

Changes almost weekly. This is a
positive aspect because the
pressure does not rest on any
particular runner. Workouts are
rigorous but not too demanding.
And each training program is as
individual as each woman’s
goals.
“ Our program caters to indi
vidual strengths,’’ said Cianelli.
“ Not everyone is going to benefit
from the same workout.’’
Cal Poly is in the Western
Region, which is the most com
petitive in the nation. The na
tion’s top four teams in 1986 —
Cal Poly, Cal State Northridge,
Seattle Pacific and UC Davis —
came fron the Western Region.
Throughout the season the Lady
Mustangs also are listed in the
Division I rankings, where last
year they rose as high as fifth.
This season they again expect to
be in the top 10.
As well as gunning for their
sixth straight title, the runners
also will be trying to break the
national meet record score of 27.
It appears the Lady Mustangs
may have the strength and drive
to do both.

OR$10OFFANHP-12C

HEW LETT

I____________________ I

PACK A RD

C L A S S I FI p: d
•SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGMT*
MEETING: AG ENG 123 11AM THURS
AC&R CLUB MTG. COME HAVE FUN
THURS 10/1 6 PM BULD12 RM110

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS SUP
PORT GROUP TUESDAYS 7:30-8:45 PM
AT UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CENTERACROSS FROM THE HEALTH CENTER(NO
FEE) FOR FURTHER INFO CALL 543-4105

ALL NRM STUDENTS
1st NR CLUB MTG THURS OCT 1 SCI
NORTH RM 215 11AM. NEW AND RE
TURNING STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO
JOIN. MTG EVERY OTHER THURS
ALL NRM STUDENTS
Fall Foresters Field Day Wed Sept 30 4-7pm
NRM Greenhouse-next to the OH Unit. Free
BBQ, Logging exhibition. Come Join the Fun

EARN 30c A BOOK
SELL US YOUR USED PAPERBACKS
CHECK AT CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR
MORE DETAILS - EL CORRAL____________
EARN 30cents A BOOK
SELL US YOUR USED PAPERBACKS
CHECK AT CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR
MORE DETAILS • EL CORRAL____________

GET INVOLVEDfDEVELOP LEADERSHIP
SKILLS. THERE ARE OVER 60 POSITIONS
OPEN ON ACADEMIC AND CAMPUSWIDE
STANDING COMMITTEES. SEE LINDA
LEE IN UU217A FOR AN APPLICATION.
DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT. 9 AT 5PM________
How To Keep Quality In Your Study Habbits
Sept 30th 12-1 pm Chase Hall Room 102
5 4 6 - 1 2 5 6 _________________________

AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION

ISNA CAL POLY PRESENTS A LECTURE

WHAT EVERYONE SHO ULD KNOW
ABOUT ISLAM AND MUSLIMS' Dv: MUZZAMILSIDDIQITHUROCT.1 7pmCHUMASH
AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY UNION RM 204
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30 PM

ASME MTG^ JOIN

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS MERICAN MAR
KETING ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO
COME TO AMA’S NEXT MEETING TO DIS
COVER WHAT BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUTITOURS, GUEST SPEAKERS, SOCIAL AC
TIVITY. SPECIAL EVENTS, AND FRIENDLY
PEOPLE! TUES. 11AM ARCH 225________
ATTENTION CYCLISTS
Come to the CAL POLY WHEELMEN'S 1st
Meeting Wed. 9/30 at 7pm in Ag Eng. 123
ALL ABILITIES WELCOME_______________
CFD/HD MAJORS! Come check out the Hu
man Development Club. First meeting is
Tues. Sept. 29 at the Child Dev Lab________
Come! Let's share our musica'
Knowledge & experience with yours
and MAKE IT HAPPEN!

NOW

USHER CORP CAL
POLY THEATRE DROP

BY THE THEATRE TO SIGN UP OR CALL
756-1421 FOR AN APPLICATION________

LACROSSE

Anyone interested in Lacrosse
Competition at the J.V. or
variety level please attendThurs. Oct 1 11:00 am N. Sci 201

Re-entry Discussion Group Thursday 11-12
noon Counseling Services 546-2511______

S.M. TOWER 3 8687!!

Reunion Bonfire/BBQ THIS Sat. at Port
S.L. 5pm. Bring your own stuff. Confused?
call Lori x3070___________________________

ASI CONCERTS

Meet every thursday 6pm UU220

P.S. BERLIN PRETENDERS X EDDIE $

Stress M anM em ent Group Mondays 3-5 pm
Counseling Services 546-2511____________
Time Management Seminar Sept 30th 3-4:30
pm Chase Hall Room 102 546-1256_______

IS IT SNOW YET?
IT IS FOR THE SKI CLUB
WED SEPT 30 g 800 PM
FISHER ROOM 286 COME SEE
'THE GOOD THE RAD THE GNARLY'

Time Management Seminar Sept 29th 3-4:30
pm Chase Hall room 102 546-1256
TOTAL DISCOUNT
ALL BOOKS IN STOCK DISCOUNTED
YOU SAVE 10-35% ON EVERY
GENERAL BOOK PURCHASE
EL CORRAL SAVES YOU MONEY

ALPHA UPSILON FALL RUSH 87 SAT9/26
TO G A party G rangehall 8pm S u n 9/27
BEER&BONES ElChorroparkI2 Tue9/29 Spa
ghetti
F ee d 4 9 3 P is m o 6 p m
T H 10 /1
SMOKER(coat&tie)752Palm730 Call SAB
OS 12 for details

MECHA Chicano Students Movement Meets
Wed. Sept.30 Science North room 206 67PM___________________________________
Our first meeting this year... GAY AND LES
BIAN STUDENT UNION! Be at MHE 152
WEDS 30th.7pm.________________________
SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
FIRST MEETING 9/30/87 7:30 PM 13-118

WATER-SKI
MTG

ASI Films Presents:

CHILDERN OF A
LESSER GOD
FRI. 10/2 7 6 9:30
CHUMADSH AUD. $1.50

BASKETBALL CHEER TRYOUTS FRI OCT
9 CALL 546-9113 FOR INFO_____________
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE GROWING
ASI CORPORATE MARKETING TEAM. DE
VELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND HELP
IMPROVE ASI. PICK UP AN APPLICATION
FROM LINDA LEE IN UU217A. DEADLINE
IS FRI OCT. 9___________________________
Biofeedback Group Wednesday 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511____________ ■

ANGELA SULLIVAN
YOUR A GAMMA PHI PLEDGE - BE STOAK!
LUV YA MUCH, K________________________
Does God really have a wife? Mormons say
yes! a 24 hour message, phone 544-7620.
Alert Ministry, P.O. Box 3406 San Luis Obispo,
CA 93403_______________________________
Herbalife Independent Distributor call me for
products Chris543-8172__________________

HEY MR CONSOLA
TION PRIZE, MR DIP
LOMAT, ICE CUBE
EARS, — IT’S BEEN
FUN SO FAR JUST
KEEPING SMILING!
(YOUR’E SO PHOTO
GENIC) DON'T YOU
W ISH YOU W ERE
25?! LOVE Y O U CHEEKUMS _______
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days Guaranted call
CHRIS 543-8172

CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR OMEGA CLASS N.I.s
AND OUR ALPHA ALPHA PLEDGE CLASS!!
••KAPPA DELTA LOVES YA^^

G

lpha

amma

Bulimia Support Group Time & Day to be
arranged Counseling Services 546-2511

R ho

COACH POTLUCK PHOTO REUNIONS FRIDAY 10/9-CALL FOR DETAILS 541-4344 OR
544-8968________ ______________________

FALL RUSH 9/28-10/3

COMPUTER BOOK FAIR
SAVE 20% - NEWEST & BEST COMPUTER
BOOKS FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AND
SYBEX - OCT 5-9 -EL CORRAL

BE THERE
132 CALIFORNIA BLVD
544-8919 OR 543-2791

i

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
LITTLE SISTER RUSH
THUR 10/1 SAFARI PARTY 7:30
FRI 10/2 GAME NIGHT 7:30
SAT 10/3 COAT AND BOW TIE 7:30
MON 10/5 INTERVIEWS TBA____________
THANKS TO ALL ZTA’S FOR ALL YOUR
EXTRA EFFORT ZETAS ARE HOT!!!

THETA CHI RUSH
GAMING NIGHT WEN 23 AT HOUSE 8PM
FUN IN THE SUN SAT 26 HOUSE 10AM
SERENADING MON 28 HOUSE 730PM SPA
GHETTI DINNER WEN 30 HOUSE 8PM
ULTIMATE BBQ TH 1 CUESTA PARK 3PM
INVITATIONAL PARTY

ASI FILMS PRESENTS: RAISING ARI
ZONA Chumash Aud. $1.50 WED. 9/30
7,9:00

COMPUTER FAIR

SAT.OCT 3rd 9AM-6PM PARK SUITE
HOTEL. EXHIBITIONS, SPEAKERS, DOOR
PRIZES. CALL 528-0121 FOR INFO . FREE
ADMISSION

LE T’S GET
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL

AQUAINTED AMA ICE
BREAKER BBQ FRI OCT. 2 4:00 CUESTA

LAMBDA CHI CRESENTS
W HO PLEDGED SORORITIESWE'RE PROUD OF YOU!!
LOVE, THE BROS

DELTA TAU FRATERNITY
PRESENTS

FALL RUSH
1987

WED 9/30 AON EXCHANGE 7 PM
THURS 10/1 SOUTH OF
THE BOARDER NIGHT
FRI 10/2 TOGA!!!
SAT 10/3 INTERVIEWS TBA
ANY QUESTIONS CALL
543-9656

ALPHA CHI XI'S You’re all so
cute even the poilce can’t help
following you!!! Get ready for a
great year! Love the Actives.

DSP
GO BETA

MIDNIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT TRUE
STORIES - TALKING HEADS OCT 2&3
DOOR PRIZES BE THERE
SIGN-UP NOW FOR FUN RELAXING
Craft Classes. Be at your UU
craft center 7pm. B/W Photo,
Bike Repair and more!!!

$100 REWARD: INFO TO RECOVER 20IN
UNIVEGA MTN BIKE, AQUA. 544-2126

15

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE HELPERS
PART TIME, MUST BE AVAIL MOST SAT
URDAYS LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC
NEAT, WELL ORGANIZED PERSON TO
HELP CUSTOMERS, DO BOOKEEPING AN
SWER PHONES & ASSIST IN OFFICE MAIN
TENANCE. SEND NAME, ADDRESS, &
PHONE
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF YOUR
INTEREST IN THE JOB & QUALIFICATIONS
TO: PERSONNEL, PO BOX 1792, SLO
93406._________________________________

TRUCK DRIVER

LOCAL DELIVERY OF BUILDING MATERI
ALS. PART TIME HOURS. MIN. AGE 21
MUST HAVE TRUCK EXPERIENCE AND
GOOD DRIVING RECORD CLASS 1 LI
CENCE NOT REQUIRED CALL WEEKDAYS
8AM-11AM 544-1375

APPLE lie LOW HOURS LIKE NEW W /
APPLE WORKS & HITGHHIKER $800.00
DAN g 541-1886
BACK TO SCHOOL BLOWO^iTrin”
ALL AEROBIC/RUNNING TIGHTS
ONLY $9.00
WELLS SPORTSWEAR OUTLET
245 TANKFARM RD 541-4248
D O N T MISS IT!!!
hâï ^ i à n ' s h i r t s 50%
BARN IN AVILA BEACH

o

"^

at t h e s e a

MOUNTAIN BIKE-LIKE NEW $350.00 18'
ROCKHOPPER 541-0168 CHRIS_________
NAGELS Commémoratives and others Some
Frmd SAVES 549-7739 Lv msg___________
TV. B & W Perfect for dorm room. 13in LIKE
NEV/ $50/bo 543-4810
VAURNET S U N C L O U D O AKLEY GARGOYLE REVO HOBIE SKI OPTIC BIGGEST
SELECTION ANYWHERE-THE SEA BARN
W aterbed for sale__Q u een s ize,n e w
heater,brass trim,design sheets and comforter
incld$150, 541-6833

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128
Wanted: Female ovolactovegetarians Ages
18 to 30,Senior project com- paring blood
lipids to omnivores. Will mail blood profiles.5286836

1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles,
recently tuned, runs great. Black with new
Metzeler tires. With helmet, $1000. A great
deal. Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143.
1980 Red Peugeot Moped. Runs great $200
obo Call 544-4830

•••FREE^**FREE‘ ^^FREE**^
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED
BY SO CAL GAS. CALL ENERGY 544-4355
•MICKI & HELEN*

CAR TROUBLE ?
Bowman’s Services
541-4919
On Campus Service

IF YOU NEED IT NOW, WE DELIVER! TSHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW
PRICES- CHEAP T ’S 995-2560

RADICAL DIAMOND BACK MT BIKE 22in
BIOPACE 600ex QUALITY! $245 OBO DAN
g 541-1886_____________________________
SIDI REV sz44 Brnd NW $68 5432967

2 ROOMMATES W<\NTED: 1 ROOM IN a
brand-new condo at 1230 Foot hill ;220. Place
furnished w/own washer & dryer. 2 minute
walk to Poly campus. Asking $600 for room
or $300 per person.544-3033_____________
FEMALE OWN RM 230 5447016/5433710

LAMBDA
CHI
ALPHA
RUSH
TUES/SEPT.29 H/W\iAIIAN LUAU NIGHT
AT THE HOUSE 6:30PM
WED/SEPT.30 CASUAL NIGHTHOUSE6PM

EXPERIENCED TYPIST $1.75 PAGE 541
-0488 DAY 541-4761 EVE. PEGGY________
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST-1.50 PG. ST.
PROJECTS 541-0168 CHRIS_____________
FAST S E R V IC E -E X P .T Y P IS T -1 .50 PG.
SR.PROJECTS 541-0168 CHRIS_________
I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks__________________
Q U A LITY W O R D P R O C E S S IN G Fast/
Cheap Revisions Spell Check Computer Edu
cation Svcs. 528-5049

•••DANCERS***
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA CONGRATULATES
BROTHER STEVE BLAIR ON HIS NEW
POSITION ON THE NATIONAL BOARD OF
DIRECTORS!!
PHI KAPPA PSI RUSH FALL 1987 WED

SIGMA CHI SMOKER

TONIGHT AT WILLIAM RANDOLPHS’S
1850 MONTEREY

SIGMA NU RUSH 87
Thurs 9/24 Dinner Vets Hall 7pm Fri 9/25
Sports Cuesta Park 4pm Sat 9/26 Sorority
Exchange TBA Mon 9/28 Aloha Night 7pm
Tue 9/29 Slide Presentation TBA Vfed 9/30
Smoker Discovery Inn 7

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED! Live at the
best Ceder Creek Village. Only $230 a month,
including covered parking. Call Brian 5499077
NEED ONE RENTER TO SHARE ROOM 2
BDRM HOUSE 230 UTIL. PAID CALL ANYTIME 544-3341____________________ _____
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LAGUNA LAKE CONDO FURNISHED
OR NOT W / POOL, OWN BATH SUNDECK
CALL 546-8831 $200.00 /MO

2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon Lease
Pool Tennis Free utilities call 544-2176.

DRY CREEK APARTMENTS

RUSH CARDS REQ’D AT ALL FUNCTIONS
QUESTIONS? CALL DAVID:544-9774

SEPT 23 SPAGHETTI DINNER 6:30 THURS
SEPT 24 TNL 9:30 SAT SEPT 26 EXCHANGE
8:30 TUES SEPT 29 BBQ RIB DINNER 6:30
WED SEPT 30 SMOKER 8:00 COAT&TIE
THURS OCT 1 INTERVIEWS BY APPT

A
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FALL RUSH

MAZATLAN FRI.SEPT25 8PM PINE CREEK
CONDOS 2ND ANNUAL GOLF CLASSIC
SAT. SEPT. 26 1PM g THE HOUSE PENGUINE PARTY TUES. SEPT. 29 TPM g THE
HOUSE TAHITI THURS. OCT. 1 PORT
SAN LUIS SMOKER FRI. OCT. 2 TPM g
THE HOUSE PINNING WITH ALPHA PHI
SAT. OCT. 3 INVITE ONLY

FALL RUSH
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE

LIBERAL ARTS
COUNCIL

ANY LEVEL - TRIPS PLANNED
WED 730 SCI NO 206 JOIN US!

THRU. OCT.1 5-8:00PM Bar-Nite
SAT. OCT.3 3:00PM Tailgate Party
At Poly Grove Before Game
SUN. OCT.4 7PM Indoctrination

BETA THETA PI
Interpersonal Group Thursdays 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511_________________

THURS. OCT.1 BLDG.52 RM. E27 FREE
BBO WED 9/30 11-2 POLY GROVE ALL
ME’s WELCOME________________________

/^ IH A SIGMA FALL
RUSH

Incest: A Support group for women Wednes
days 2-4 pm Counseling Services 546-2511

AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11:00 ARCH
225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!___________

MEETING TUES. SEPT.29 11:00 AM
ARCH.225 NEW MEMBERS WELCOME.
GUEST SPEAKER: TOM VENTO FROM
LA TIMES MARKETING R E S E A R C H .__

ALPHA PHI x r S You're all so cute even the
police can't help following you!!! Get ready
for a great year! Love the Actives

Mustang Daily

Starting at $395. Low Security Deposits Phone
Daily 9am-6pm. 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR.

A FEW GORGEOUS MEN NEEDED FOR
local ex .lie dance Revue. Will train: CALL
NOW for interview. NIGHT OWL PRODUCTIONS 528-8831________________________

GREAT HOUSE
Need 2FM Rmmts Nonsmokers Across from
Poly,hot tub,deck,laundry, fully furnished plus
more! call Malena;Alison 541-1530

DO YOU HAVE WORK STUDY? DO YOU
LIKE PEOPLE? DO YOU WANT A POSI
TION HERE ON CAMPUS WHICH WILL
TEACH YOU ORGANIZATIONAL, PUBLIC
RELATIONS AND PEOPLE SKILLS? IF
YOU ANSWERED ‘YES' TO THOSE QUES
TIONS, THEN CALL X3396 FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT HOW YOU CAN
WORK IN ONE OF OUR RESIDENCE HALLS
AS A DESK ATTENDANT TODAY!
HURRY! AVAILABLE POSITIONS ARE LIM
ITED

MASTER bedroom/bath for one or two in Mod
ern 3-bedroom Laguna Lake Home Garage,Laundry,Yard.$370. mo. 543-5538 or 5437665 mess.

LEARN AND EARN! Add AG 100 this Fall
(3) and grow and market vegetables, field
crops and fruit.(available to all major^. Sign
up in Crop Science Dept, office, AG 129,
756-1237.
NOW ACCEPTING APPL. FOR COUNTER
AND DEL. PERSONS (MUST HAVE OWN
CAR) APPLY AT NEROS 1017 MONTEREY

PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3~FM
ROOM M ATE.
$ 2 3 8 -2 7 5 /M O .
CALL
MICHELLE. (714) 644-4192

BUYING A HOUSE?FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES/CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO, INCLUDING CONDOS
NEAR POLY, CALL STEVE NELSON 5438370, FARRELL SMYTH, INC. MESSAGE
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C21
541-3432_______________________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale in
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real
tor, 543-0803
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CHAMBER
From page 1

healthy.”
“ The university is our single
most
i mpor t a nt
economic
generator,” Garth said. The
chamber has a university/college
committee which is available to
consider special problems such as
lack of specific services or pro
ducts that students might need.
Industrywide difficulties, such as
students not being able to cash
checks, might also be tackled by
the committee.
The university committee has
not met recently. Garth said.
“ We’ve had very few problems,
and I think that’s important too,
because we’ve really had ex
cellent rapport between students

PARTIES
From page 1

A party will not be broken up
unless the people having the par
ty ask the police to do so,
neighbors are having people
vomiting or urinating on their

Mustang Daily

and the business community.”
If students do have an ongoing
problem with a specific business,
the chamber can help by
mediating the dispute. Garth
said. He emphasized that the
chamber does not operate like
the Better Business Bureau, but
if the merchant belongs to the
chamber, it is likely that pro
blems can be worked out. “ The
chamber is always interested in
any merchant who is a member
w ho
is
not
behaving
themselves,” Garth said. Many
times it’s simply a communica
tion problem between the two
parties and if there is a mediator.
Garth said, each one can be ask
ed, “ Did you know that?” and
the problem is resolved.
The chamber can be outspoken
on matters of community inter
est such as the homeless issue

and development of the Nipomo
Dunes. But, Garth said, the
chamber only gets involved when
an issue directly affects the main
i n t e r e s t s of its b u s i n e s s
members. As a result, he said,
the chamber has stayed out of
the fraternity/sorority housing
disputes in the city. “ Landlords
and homeowners are not typi
cally our members,” Garth said.
The chamber does take an ac
tive role in defending broader
university interests when they
coincide with what’s good for
business. Garth said the chamber
lobbied at the state level to keep
Cal Poly’s summer quarter sev
eral years ago.
“ We weren’t taking it from the
position of the kids’ education.
We were taking it that it would
disrupt Cal Poly, disrupt the ag
ricultural program, and it would

lawns or a party is so huge that
it is out of control, Seybold said.
One thing the students are not
aware of is the risk the officers
take when they are called to a
large party. One of the easiest
ways for an officer to get killed is
by being hit in the head with an

airborne bottle. Brown said.
The police officers in San Luis
Obispo don’t like to respond to
party calls wearing helmets
because they want to evoke a
mor e cooper at i ve at t i t ude.
Brown said, adding that in Los
Angeles, this tactic is standard.

cost San Luis Obispo a lot
because the students wouldn’t be
here.”
Garth said the chamber was
successful in its efforts, adding,
“ I think we’ve
been effective in helping Cal Poly
when they need help.”
Ongoing chamber projects and
interests include discussions on
the area’s water supply, which
Cal Poly has a vital interest.
Garth said. The chamber is also
working out details with the
university for a joint research
project on tourism.
In return. Garth said, local
merchants appreciate both the
students’ business and their help
in filling jobs. “ They realize that
Cal Poly is the lifeblood of the
community and the students are
the lifeblood of Cal Poly.”
Garth credits students with

making a major contribution to
the character of San Luis Obispo.
“ Most of the business communi
ty realizes that many of the
things they love about this area
— the wide-open friendliness, the
acceptance of new people —
much of the cultural character of
San Luis Obispo is directly
related to Cal Poly.”
Hammond voices a similar
positive outlook. “ To me, this is
my home,” Hammond said. “ I’ve
lived here five years, and I’d like
all of the students to consider it
that way. This is their home and
they should take care of it.”
Taking care of it means ensur
ing that good communication be
tween students and businesses
survives, Hammond said. As a
voting member on the board of
directors, Hammond will have a
voice in that effort.

RUSH
From page?

rush events, it’s virtually im
possible for a guy to go to each
house. In this way he can at least
spend some time with each one,”
Lambert said.
The initial feeling among the
fraternities is that the numbers
are up from last year. Again the
trend seems to be mor e
freshmen.
“ I think the higher turnout of
the younger guys is due to the
fact that there were more people
accepted for enrollment this
year,” said Tim Conlon, rush
chairman for Sigma Alpha Ep
silon fraternity.

Another new trend on campus
is that of holding a “ dry” rush.
This means no alcohol at any
rush events. Sigma Alpha Ep
silon and Sigma Nu are leading
the way in this effort.
“ We’re dry rushing to get to
know the guys,” said Conlon.
“ We feel we can get to know
someone better over a bite to eat
than a beer.”
The attempts at dry rushing
haven’t seemed to hurt the tur
nout and interest. “ I think a lot
of people are checking it out
because they don’t know what a
dry rush is,” said Conlon.
“ Maybe they feel we’re more
serious about getting to know
them as people.”

DOUBLE COUPON

“ V is io n
W ith C a r e .”

TALK SHOP
MODEL ST-510

You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.

• Switchable tone or Pulse Dialing
• Last Number Redial
t> rÄ ' • Mute for privacy

<S>o

Available in today's high fashion colors:
almond, black, dusty rose, red and silver.

kinko's
O p e n 2 4 hrs.
5 4 4 -0 7 7 1
973 Foothill Blvd.

Receive $5.00 Discount on a Cobra high
styled telephone with this coupon plus
$5.00 rebate from Cobra.
Offer Limited to
Purchase of ST-510
Offer Expires Dec 31, 1987

1312 Grand Ave., Arroyo Grande
489-3720
1040 Chorro, San Luis Obispo
541-8400
ATASCADERO
PASO ROBLES

STUDENTS!
YOU CAN SAVE MORE AT
SAVE MORE DRUG & DISCOUNT
r

111 High St., San Luis Obispo 543-0178
Hours: 9am-9pm mon.-sat.
9am-7pm sun.
At the corner of Higuera
and High Street

T A K I T H i M A iS H ST. 0 «
M A D O N N A R OAD OFF
RAMP T O TH€ CORNER O f
HIGUERA â
HIGH STREETS.

• Member o f ihe American
Optometrie Association
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center

• A ll Cases Accepted
Regardless o f
D ifficulty
• Selection o f the
Latest Fashion
Eyeware

• Specializing in Contact
Lenses
• A ll Lens Types Available,
Including Sleep-In and
Tinted

• Affordable Fees

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

543-4777

• Student Discounts

CAL POLY STUDENT
SUPER SAVER CARD

Sb / e M u b e
DHUC

AMO

DISCOUNT

STORES

111 High St. San Luis Obispo
54 3-0 17 8

This card entitles holder to
20% Discount on film processing
20% Discount on cosmetic items
( Maybelline, Revlon, Maxfactor)
20% Discount on all stationery supply
20% Discount on sunglasses
20% Discount on photo albums
or picture frames
'Discounts do not apply to
advertised specials
expires 12/30/87

